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Energy policy, regulatory, planning and
procurement framework
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Constructing infrastructure
to import LNG and use
viable domestic gas
feedstock, mainly for
power production, to
diversify energy mix and
reduce carbon emissions

Determinations
made by the
Minister of Energy
in terms of the
Electricity
Regulations on
New Generation
Capacity, 2011
(NewGenRegs)

The promulgated IRP 2018
requires new
determinations

SECRET

IPPPP

The Integrated
Resource Plan for
electricity (IRP) and
Integrated Energy
Plan (IEP) develops
the preferred energy
mix with which to
meet the electricity
needs over a longterm planning
horizon

Determinations

The National
Development Plan
(NDP) 2030
identifies the need
for SA to invest in
a strong network
of economic
infrastructure.
Energy
infrastructure is a
critical
component.

IEP & IRP

NDP

Energy development is informed by
national policy
The Independent
Power Producer
Procurement
Programme
(IPPPP), as
managed by the
IPP Office, is a key
vehicle for
securing
electricity capacity
from the private
sector in terms of
Section 34
Determinations
for renewable and
non-renewable
energy sources
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Energy Planning landscape towards a diverse energy mix, at
affordable prices, in support of economic growth and poverty
alleviation, while taking into account environmental management
requirements and interaction amongst economic sectors…
CLEAN
ENERGY
o IRP 2010
o IRP Update 2019

EEDSM

Electricity Road Map
Coal

o Energy
Efficiency
Demand Side
Measures
across all
sectors

Hydro
Nuclear
Gas / Diesel

ENERGY
SUPPLY

Renewables
Storage

…however, implementation
of aspects of energy planning,
regulatory and market structure
reforms is incomplete and/or in
transition
19 September 2019

Distributed Generation

“End State“
IEP

IRP

o Energy Related Climate Change Response measures
o Monitoring Environmental Compliance
o Renewable energy initiatives
o Measurement, Reporting and verification system of climate change parameters.

2050

Other (Co-Gen, Biofuels)

DEMAND

CLIMATE
CHANGE
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“End State”
IRP

Gas
Strategy

Liquid
Fuels
Master
Plan

Renewable
Energy
Roadmap

Regulatory
Environment

Etc.

Strategies, Masterplans
and Roadmaps for a just
and orderly energy
transition not finalized

Rapidly changing energy market requiring
extensive regulatory review–capable
National Regulator critical in contested
energy transition context

Market Structure
White Paper on Energy, 1998
committed
Government
to
a
restructuring of market structures for the
SA electricity supply industry, but very
little has progressed in terms of energy
market structure reforms

Gas planning and policy requires effective
alignment across all stakeholders
• For gas market to develop, a coherent
development strategy within strategic
policy context is required.
o Industrial policy should lead, while
energy and other policy must align.

• Policy alignment not currently the case and
greater synergy is NB.
o Silo’s or competing objectives among
departments and SOEs could result in
conflict and unaffordable delays.

• Cost-effectiveness of gas requires all
stakeholders to drive and implement
policies and related infrastructures as a
means to reduce unitary cost of fixed
enabling CAPEX.
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Gas-to-power procurement to be
informed by promulgated IRP 2018
• As with other sources and technologies, gas procurement will be informed by final IRP once
policy adjusted, gazetted and effected through ministerial determinations (and MTSAO).
• NEDLAC IRP (March 2019) indicates 1 000 MW in 2024 and 2 000 MW in 2027.
• Gas utilisation in draft NEDLAC IRP less than previous IRP iterations, with low load factors
ranging between (mostly) 12% and occasionally up to 50%.
• Development of new gas infrastructure (ports, pipelines, regasification and storage) and power
plants predicated on such sub-optimal gas volumes (IRP 2018).
• Inclusion ESS with updated
costs, technical advances,
faster deployment rates and
lower GHG intensity - ESS
displacing gas in IRP iterations
(IRP 2018).
• However, gas still needed for
long duration capacity (> 4-8
hours), until ESS and other
tech with RE can help supply
load 24/7.
2019/09/19
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Context and
role of gas-to-power in South Africa
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Context: Why natural gas?
• Contribute to energy security,
diversity and stability.
• Source for (re-)industrialisation
of SA economy.
• Contributing to higher and
inclusive economic growth path
and job creation in SA.

• Assist SA in its journey towards
achieving commitments to a
lower carbon and carbon
resilient future.
This is, however, a long term agenda
for the next 25 or more years, but will
only take place if there is commitment
NOW to the development of enabling
policies and for decisive action to be
taken.
We have to follow a pro-active rather
than a reactive approach.
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Gas market
• Enabling a viable gas sector encompasses more than just natural gas and can also be
interpreted to include shale gas, CBM gas, UCG, LPG and even biomass and landfill gas.
• ~5% of worldwide LNG trade or 175-200 cargoes is shipped around Cape of Good Hope.
• SA’s need for gas driven by system flexibility requirements as RE penetration rises, industrial
development potential, climate change mitigation imperatives and gradual diversification
away from carbon-intensive coal and diesel (through gas turbine fuel conversion).
• Previous studies have estimated total potential demand for gas in SA can be up to 870 PJ (~25
bcm) by 2032. Potential developmental impacts for SA’s industrialisation could be large:
o Gas-fired power generation alone could use > 100 PJ and add around ZAR 140 billion to GDP;
o Industrial demand could be > 1 200 PJ, transport > 148 PJ and residential/commercial < 40 PJ.
o At the right price, gas-based downstream industries (e.g. steel and petrochemicals) could add
ZAR 110 billion to GDP and create 230 000 jobs.

• But uncertainty about demand remains as estimates vary widely among different studies.
o Estimates can also be optimistic given developments in energy storage systems (ESS) as
prospects for gas sector increasingly influenced by ESS as complementary means for RE system
stability. ESS could also improve energy security in a country reliant on gas imports.
o LNG can improve energy security in the absence of alternatives, but also risk energy security
and affordability given country-reliance on imported gas under fluctuating exchange rates.

Gas-to-power IPPPP one vehicle to stimulate viable gas market and sector in SA.
19 September 2019
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Gas prices are characterised by
uncertainty
• Gas prices are volatile and USD denominated gas supply agreements can risk electricity price
affordability and energy security.
• Nonetheless cheaper than diesel.
o Replacing 10% of SA diesel (OCGTs & trucks) represents potential saving of USD 750 million p.a.

• Lower load factor suggest greater
dispatch flexibility, which comes at a
price:
o Cost of flexible fuel supply/logistics.
o Require cargo diversions/alternative
buyers.
o Cost of keeping capacity available.

• Infrastructure cost of 1 000 MW G2P @
12% load factor (i.e. 2 cargoes p.a.) =
USD 7.3 mmbtu, while 3 000 MW @
12% load factor = USD 2.4 mmbtu.
o 1000 MW @ 50% load factor (9 cargoes
p.a.) = USD 1.9 mmbtu.

• If coordinated, greater volumes of domestic offtake entails significant cost reductions.
• G2P tariffs generally made up of capacity payment based on available capacity and variable
energy payment based on dispatched energy volumes.
2019/09/19
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Status update for gas-to-power
procurement
• LNG-to-power IPPPP is currently on hold until IRP 2018 has been gazetted.
o Initial programme targeted 3 126 MW from LNG in alignment with IRP 2010 and related
ministerial determination.
o Comprehensive port studies, environmental studies, price modelling, project structuring,
stakeholder engagement, etc. initiatives undertaken for gas-to-power procurement.
o A PIM, released October 2016, envisaged procurement to be undertaken within context
of wider objective of developing a gas industry in SA, including gas exploration and
production from indigenous resources, encouragement of imports by pipeline from SADC
and development of gas use in industrial, commercial, transportation and residential
sectors. According to PIM, first phase of programme would have focused on Richards Bay
in KZN and Ngqura/Coega in EC to anchor initial gas demand as well as infrastructure.

o Initial assumptions for gas-to-power was for higher load factors (power plant economies)
than required by current IRP capacity allocations, thus limiting gas demand for power as
anchor for broader economy use. This means that the gas-to-power programme design
will have to be reviewed, including unbundled vs bundled approach.

• Procurement informed by timeline for gas-to-power in promulgated IRP and policy
direction.
2019/09/19
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G2P procurement: Considerations
• Announcement by Minister DMRE in July 2019 that port of Ngqura/Coega preferred for
LNG-to-power plant, but Transnet tender aimed for development of LNG import terminal
in Richards Bay.
• Lower gas volumes will be required for electrical power generation as indicated through
lower load factors and installed MW in NEDLAC IRP vs previous iterations, as well as
earlier gas requirements (2024 vs 2026 IRP August 2018), suggests gas IPP capacity likely
insufficient to justify bundled gas infrastructure procurement approach due to tariff
concerns.
• International trends moving a way from complex vertically integrated projects.
• Gas infrastructure requirements to enable gas-to-power [i.e. port, pipelines (inland,
virtual and regional), regasification and storage (FSRU or inland terminal)] requires
dedicated broader stakeholder involvement (e.g. Transnet, i-Gas, Sasol) with critical NB
to attain readiness for commercial operations before 1 000 MW gas-to-power IRP
requirement in 2024.

2019/09/19
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G2P procurement: Considerations (2)
• Mozambique would likely become one of world’s larger LNG producers with ~ 15 million
tonnes/year. The uncertainty, however, is whether Mozambique will be ready to supply
required volumes by 2024?
• Utilising Mozambique as preferred gas source could promote regional integration, be used as
another means to support a just energy transition if gas plants are located in Mpumalanga and
possibly limit SA’s currency exposure through Rand-based gas supply agreements.
• Total’s Brulpadda gas find in Outeniqua Basin (estimated between 300 million and 1 billion
barrels of oil equivalent) could have significant consequences for SA’s energy security through
a reduced reliance on imported gas when production begins.
• It could take at least eight years before production begins at the Brulpadda block (2027) and
has been estimated that the field could produce enough gas to fuel around 1 300 MW of
baseload power in a 50% efficiency gas-to-power plant over 20 years.
Urgency for ensuring gas supply and related infrastructure construction to enable gas-to-power
by 2024.
Explicit and strategic policy direction, legislative amendments and determination required
Clear mandate for the IPPO regarding its role in overall gas sector procurement.
2019/09/19
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Thank you
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